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Investigation of the Reading System by Parametric Manipulation of Printed Stimulus Duration

INTRODUCTION
Although fMRI is renowned for its spatial precision, 
interpreting temporal differences in activation times 
is fraught with difficulty due to the smearing of the 
neural response by the hemodynamic response 
function. We have investigated an alternative 
technique to assess the temporal sequencing of 
activations in the reading system, by presenting 
print stimuli for shorter or longer durations, followed 
by a visual mask.

Prior work has outlined the behavioral effects of 
visual masking1 and neural responses to 
unconsciously perceived words2. Here, we extend 
the masking technique to observe how stimuli 
progress through nodes of the language system3 at 
a range of presentation durations.

Under the simplest assumptions, stimuli that are 
only available for brief periods should only activate 
early nonlinguistic visual areas, whereas stimuli 
presented for longer durations should be able to 
progress into successive stages of the reading 
system. By comparing the relative penetration of 
different stimuli into the reading network at different 
durations, we expect to learn more about the 
temporal sequencing of activations.

DISCUSSION
Although this paradigm does not directly measure 
the time course of the neural response, these 
results are broadly commensurate with 
time-resolved data acquired in earlier MEG 
studies6,7. 

For the briefest stimuli, we observed activity 
primarily in early visual/extrastriate areas of the 
left hemisphere, areas clearly implicated in early 
orthographic and word-form processing.

For slightly longer stimuli, additional activations 
were observed in the inferior frontal gyrus and the 
supramarginal gyrus, areas implicated in 
orthographic-to-phonological mapping.

For the longest stimuli, activations increased in 
these same areas, especially in the extrastriate 
and fusiform gyrus. Additionally, word-specific 
activity was observed at this duration across the 
bilateral superior temporal gyrus, including 
Wernicke’s area. This is consistent with the 
activation of lexico-semantic information.

In Experiment 2, we employed a finer range of 
durations, and observed two different patterns in 
cortical areas: 1) generally graded increases, and 
2) more discrete changes across durations. These 
differences may signify perceptual versus 
linguistic processing roles for these areas.

Accuracy was higher for words than 
nonwords, and higher with longer durations:

Reaction times were faster for words than 
nonwords, and faster with longer durations.

CONCLUSIONS
We accept that the direct interpretation of these 
results as indicating a simple stage-by-stage 
activations depends upon the unrealistic 
asssumption that the reading network is a 
sequential, non-reentrant system. However, the 
technique and these data provide a starting point 
for investigating its nonlinear properties.

Further analyses on these data will make use of 
each subjects’ individual behavioral scores, to 
more precisely seperate areas supporting early 
automatic processing from those involved in later 
conscious awareness. Finally, we aim to develop 
a more objective characterization of the individual 
variation in response patterns.

METHODS
We employed an event-related fMRI paradigm. On 
each trial, subjects saw either a word or a 
nonword, which was masked after a variable delay. 
Subjects were instructed to simply pay attention 
and make no overt response:

Rare “catch” trials were inserted into the sequence 
to ensure attention. On these trials, subjects saw a 
probe stimulus above a row of questions marks, 
and were instructed to press a button “yes” or “no” 
if the probe matched the stimulus on the preceding 
trial. Data from these trials was excluded from 
analysis.

Design:
• 2x3 design: 
 lexicality (words, nonword consonant strings)
 target duration (33, 66, 200 msec)
• 48 trials per condition, 32 “catch” trials
• 4-7 sec ITIs with null trials
After the functional runs were completed, we 
acquired a larger set of catch trials with responses, 
to assess perceptibility of stimuli in each condition. 

Subjects:
• N = 15, adult, neurologically normal
• no history of reading disability

Acquisition & Analysis:
• 3T Seimens Trio scanner
• six imaging runs, 5:34 long
• 2 sec TR, ~143 images/condition
• subject-level analysis: delta function regression
• across-subjects analysis: voxelwise repeated 
 measures analysis of variance
• multiple comparison correction with FDR4

• registration to MNI space with BioImage Suite5
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FIGURE LEGEND
Experiment 1: Evoked responses to words (3D rendered images in Results II, and slice-based images 
in Results IV) are thresholded at p<0.001, FDR corrected. Contrasts between words and nonwords are 
thresholded at p<0.01, FDR corrected. Numbers refer to z-level coordinates in mm of MNI space. 
Experiment 2: slice-based linear trend map is thresholded at p<0.01, FDR corrected. 

EXPERIMENT 1: BEHAVIORAL RESPONSES
Subjects’ behavioral responses on catch trials showed 
the expected effects of lexicality and duration:

EXPERIMENT 1: RESPONSES BY DURATION
Initial analyses identified activations for real words at 
successively longer stimulus durations:

EXPERIMENT 1: DIFFERENTIAL RESPONSES FOR WORDS VERSUS NONWORDS
To specifically assess the penetration of words into the language system, we examined the contrast of words versus 
nonwords within each duration seperately :

EXPERIMENT 1: SPATIAL LAYOUT OF DURATION SENSITIVE AREAS
Last, we represent the response of brain areas to words at different durations with 
a tricolor scheme:

red areas activate even with minimal 33 msec stimuli (or longer)
green areas activate only with 66 msec stimuli (or longer)
blue areas activate only when stimuli are presented for 200 msec

33 msec: no areas activate more for words but a few activate more for nonwords (blue).

66 msec: a number of areas activate more for real words (red/yellow), including the left 
     extrastriate/fusiform and right posterior superior/middle temporal gyrus.

200 msec: areas more active for real words (red/yellow) are mainly limited to the left 
    extrastriate/fusiform and the bilateral posterior superior temporal gyrus.
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EXPERIMENT 2: MULTIPLE DURATIONS
In Experiment 2 (N=12 new subjects), we presented words only, at a finer range of stimulus 
durations: 33, 50, 67, 83, 100, 150, and 250 msec. Our objective was to observe the 
precise form of the response by duration, and begin to link nonlinearities to hypothesized 
roles of regions.

Our initial  analysis identified areas that show a simple linear relationship to duration. Areas 
in yellow showed increasing activity with longer durations: 

The right posterior extrastriate shows a 
largely linear effect, suggesting that it’s 
activity is driven by simple physical 
stimulus duration:

Broca’s area, in contrast, shows a 
step function, suggesting that 
processing is not engaged unless the 
stimulus has reached a specific 
threshold: 

Subjects who show a roughly linear 
response  to stimulus duration in the OT:

versus subjects who show a step 
function:

EXPERIMENT 2: SUBJECT RESPONSES
We additionally expect that the precise form of the response to be subject-specific, and 
these variations will not be apparent in the across-subject analysis.

We isolated the occipito-temporal (OT) “Visual Word-Form Area” in subjects from the 
activations at the longest duration (250 msec), and examined the full response of this area. 
Initial observations suggest two types of subjects:
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